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TEN PRACTICAL EXAMPLES TO APPLY THIS NEW
METHODOLOGY IN THE CLASSROOM

 

STEM area: S (Science)

Topic: Earth in the Universe

Objetives: To know the origin of the Universe, the movements of the

Timing: 10 hours.

Day 1: Exploring the Universe, how it was created.

Day 2: Approach to the Solar System, what kind of movement does the
earth make? The days and the seasons.

Day 3: Returning from space. What is the composition of the earth´s
atmosphere? What are the layers? How much pollution is in the
atmosphere?

Day 4: 1st adventure to explore the space. Characteristics of minerals
and rocks, layers of the Earth.

Day 5: The importance of water. What is the water cycle?

Earth in the Solar System, the
parts of the geosphere, the composition of the atmosphere, the properties of
the hydrosphere.

Gamified activity approach: storytelling

 “You are aliens from a faraway planet and you have managed to create a
spaceship that will take you to an attractive planet which you are very
curious about Earth. There you can continue to grow your food, but for this,
you must know its characteristics. Complete your journal diary throughout
the days to keep your managers informed.”

Teachers must be provided with resources, videos, experiments and
explanations to use every day. It can be carried out individually or in teams.

TO DEFINE THE OBJECTIVES OF A STEM ACTIVITY1.
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STEM area: M (Mathematics), E (Engineering).

Topic: Geometry.

Objectives: to know parallel and perpendicular lines, polygons,
calculate an area and a perimeter.

Timing: 2-4 hours.

The island is shaped like a regular hexagon whose radius is 2
kilometres.

To the north is the jetty and has a semi-circular shape with a diameter
equal to the side of the hexagon.

At the opposite end, there is a wooded area shaped like an equilateral
triangle. 

The skyscraper should be as tall as possible, but not more than twice
the total length of the island.

To get the construction materials, students will have to answer 10
questions and for each right answer they will get a material (skewer
sticks, jelly beans, play dough, cork, newspapers, etc.)

The aspects that the billionaire will take into account will be the shape of
the skyscraper, resistance to earthquakes, aesthetics and the exact area
of the surface, number of floors and volume of the building.

Gamified activity approach: Construction of a tower.

Students must make a scale model. The design is commissioned by a
billionaire to make a skyscraper on one of his private islands. The premises
from which they start are the following:

2. HOW TO TRANSFORM TASKS INTO CHALLENGES

https://womenhackthegame.eu/
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STEM area: S (Science) T (Technology).

Topic: Energy and energy efficiency

Objectives: To know energy sources, the types of energy and what is
energy efficiency.

Timing: 1-2 hours.

Refinery: 10000 energy per unit time
Coal-fired thermal power plant: 900 energy per unit time/hour
Biomass thermal power plant: 30 energy per unit time/hour
Gas thermal power plant: 500 energy per unit time/hour
Hydroelectric power plant: 300 energy per unit time/hour
Nuclear power plant: 1000 energy per unit time/hour
Wind farm: 50 energy per unit time/hour
Solar power plant: 100 energy per unit time/hour
Gas-fired thermal power plant: 500 energy per unit time/hour

Planning:

Students in teams of 6 people must manage the energy of a country. Each
one has a role: President of the country, Minister of Economy, Minister of
Environment, Minister of Industry, transport and trade, Minister
of Agriculture and Food, Minister of Innovation. Between them, they must
reach an agreement to produce and supply energy to their country. They
have the following information:

Your country has a circular shape. It has 3 major cities located inland and a
port with access to the sea. Its main energy resources are the sun and the
wind.

The energy consumption of the country is about 100,000 energy per unit
time/hour divided as follows: The third part in industry, another third in
transport, and the last third in residential use.

Taking into account the energy production of the different power plants and
their interests according to the role they have to defend, what is the
population of your country according to their energy needs? How are the
populations distributed? How would they supply the country? Can you
conduct an investigation and compare it with the uses and power plants in
your own country?

Power plants production:

 

3. TO SET STANDARDS, SHIFTS, TEAMS AND ROLES
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STEM area: T (Technology) E (Engineering).

Topic: Hydraulics.

Objectives: To know the main technological applications of hydraulics
and experiment with devices. 

Timing: 2-3 hours.

Planning:

After explaining and making known the fundamentals of hydraulics systems,
the next step is to watch this video (https://youtu.be/CbGrjhDtLGw) and
trying to reproduce this challenge: a hydraulic device with the same
operation, but with the following materials: cardboard, straws, syringes of 2
different sizes and tubes. 

To achieve each of these elements, they must correctly answer the
following questions in teams (if convenient, you can use a Kahoot-type
platform):

1. Name of the Principle that applies to hydraulic lifts: Faraday, Newton,
Coulomb, Pascal.

2. Greek philosopher who discovered the principle of floating: Aristotle,
Democritus, Archimedes or Thales of Miletus.

3. A scientific instrument used to measure atmospheric pressure:
Stopwatch, Barometer, Thermometer or Rain Gauge.

4. An instrument used to measure internal pressure: Thermometer,
Manometer, Stopwatch or Rain Gauge.

5. The unit of pressure in the SI system: Newton, Joule, Watt or Pascal.

If they don´t get all the questions right, they can exchange the material they
need for 15 minutes, thus reducing the time available to create their
hydraulic device.

4. TO CREATE A REWARD SYSTEM, HOW TO OBTAIN THE NECESSARY
RESOURCES FOR THE ACTIVITY AND USING COLECTIBLES AFTER
COMPLETING AN ACHIEVEMENT.

https://womenhackthegame.eu/
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STEM area: S (Science) T (Technology) E (Engineering) M
(Mathematics).

Topic: Various.

Objectives: Depending on the selected topic.

Timing: 4 sessions of 1 hour (resources) + 1hour (debate).

Content (20 points)
Argument (15 points)
Clarity and synthesis (15 points)

Respect and tolerance (20 points)
Ability to wait for a turn-taking (15 points)
Cooperation (15 points)

Planning:

It is suggested to use 4 topics (4 levels) of the resources available on the
XploreHealth website to work on them for 1 hour and then start with a 30-
minute team debate related to the topic.

Exhibitions will be evaluated as follows:

Exhibition quality (50 points)

Attitudes (50 points)

To visualize the progression of the activity, a ranking similar to this one will
be elaborated. It can be done in a spreadsheet in Google Drive if you prefer.

 

WWW.WOMENHACKTHEGAME.EU

5. TO MEASURE PROGRESS WITH IN A RANKING
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STEM area: S (Science).

Topic: Women in science.

Objectives: To publicize the work of women in STEM fields.

Timing: 30 minutes to 1hour.

 

Planning:

It is suggested to carry out this educational resource generated with the
Genially platform. In it, 4 missions corresponding to 4 levels of difficulty are
established to find, in each one of them, a number that allows solving a
mission after getting a code.

6. TO SET INCREASING LEVELS OF DIFFICULTY IN AN ADVENTURE

STEM area: S (Science) T (Technology) E (Engineering) M
(Mathematics).

Topic: Nuclear chain reactions.

Objectives: To know what a nuclear fission is, to understand the
abilities and skills of scientific methodology through experimentation.

Timing: 3-4 sessions of 1hour.

Planning:

It is proposed to carry out a chain reaction by teams in which during its
resolution it is explained what nuclear energy is.

This project allows students, in teams, to research on how to make a gadget
collectively. Each team is assigned a space at a table on which to build a
sequence of events. The only limitation is that you have to activate the
gadget built by the following team: at the end, this will result in a continuous
chain reaction that goes from start to finish without problems.

To know the feedback of the students, it is proposed to build a suggestion
box in which the participants can express their thoughts to other teams, ask
for help or materials, congratulate themselves on the mechanisms used,
etc. At the end of each session, the contributions will be read and taken into
account in the next session.

7. TO PROVIDE A FEEDBACK AND ERROR CONNECTION

https://womenhackthegame.eu/
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STEM area: S (Science) T (Technology) E (Engineering) M
(Mathematics).

Topic: Women in science.

Objectives: To publicize the work of women in the different fields of
science.

Timing: 1-2h.

Planning:

The activity consists of each student choosing a scientist and explaining a
concept of her work, according to the educational level through a video of a
maximum of 3-4 minutes and a scientific poster. For the activity to be
immersive, the participants must characterize themselves and set up a
scenario according to the time and the life of their scientist.

8. TO CREATE AN ATTRACTIVE AND AESTHETIC STORYTELLING

STEM area: S (Science) T (Technology) E (Engineering) M
(Mathematics).

Topic: Women in STEM disciplines.

Objectives: To improve visibility to the work of women in science.

Timing: 1hour game + 2hours production. 

21 scientific cards with colour to differentiate STEM fields (5 for
science, 5 for technology, 5 for engineering and 5 for mathematics and 1
joker). On one side there is a photo of the scientist and their biography.
17 invisibility cards that represent the obstacles that women scientists
have had to overcome (4 of each colour and a joker)
20 superpower cards (4 of each colour) representing the strength,
determination and courage of women scientists.
12 extra cards: 2 scientific exchange cards, 2 replacement cards, 2 ‘I’ll
take her’ cards, 2 remove cards, 2 stop cards, 2 chronological order
checking.

Planning:

It is a Virus card game for between 2 and 6 players and lasts about 30
minutes. The game has got 70 cards divided as follows:

9. TO INTRODUCE A GAME

https://womenhackthegame.eu/
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Put a scientist in front of your part of the table.
Use a superpower card to protect your scientist from invisibility cards or
an invisibility card to prevent another player from winning. With two
invisibility cards, you must discard your scientist and with 2 superpower
cards, no one can take her away.
You can discard 1, 2 or 3 cards.
You can play a special card

Scientist exchange cards are used to exchange one of your
scientists for another player, but only from the same discipline.

Replacements cards make you exchange all your scientists for the
player of your choice. The ‘I’ll take her’ cards are used to steal a
scientist of a colour that you don’t have from another player.

The remove cards are used to spread all the invisibility cards that
you have in your scientists on the rest of the players.

Stop cards are used for the rest of the players to discard their cards
and lose a turn.

The chronological order cards are only used to verify that when a
person has managed to have the 4 visible scientists and set them in
order, they win the game. There are only 3 chances to order them
chronologically and they have to wait for their turn

The objective of the game is to get the 4 visible scientists, one from each
discipline, and arrange them in chronological order. 

How do you play?
3 cards are dealt to each player and the rest are placed face down in the
centre and face up the discard cards of each player will be thrown. When
the deck runs out, flip it over and continue playing. In each turn, you can
only use 1 card to play or discard 1,2 or 3 cards and draw others. Each
player holds a maximum of 3 cards on the table. If one is played, it must be
drawn and then take turns to the next player.

What can you do with the cards?

https://womenhackthegame.eu/
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STEM area: S (Science) T (Technology) E (Engineering) M
(Mathematics).

Topic: Multidisciplinary.

Objectives: To check the progress of the participants in the STEM
subjects.

Timing: through the term.

Planning:

It is suggested to carry out a competition parallel to the STEM subjects
similar to the Hogwarts houses from Harry Potter. Each student is assigned
to one of these four scientists: Marie Curie, Jane Goodall, Ada Byron and
Hypatia of Alexandria and throughout the term, teachers give points for
correct answers in class, good behaviour, etc. that are added to each of the
scientists’ houses promoting a motivating competition among the students.

10. TO CREATE A COMPETITION
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